Think Big Earn Big
FIGURE YOUR PORTFOLIO WITH THE TRUSTED ADVISORY

MARKET MAY GO ANYWHERE, UP OR DOWN,
LET'S ENJOY GOOD RETURNS AND INCREASE WEALTH!!!
BY INVESTING IN BOTH INVEST IN MULTIBAGGER AND VALUE PICK STOCKS

MULTIBAGGER STOCKS
Meaning

Investment
rationale

VALUE PICK STOCKS

Untapped Small Cap and Mid cap stocks that are
expected to turn into large cap or blue chip stocks.

Beaten down large cap/ blue chip stocks (famous well
known companies).

Good business that are in high growth period. In
beginning of uptrend.

Good business available on discounted rates as oversold
and undervalued.

MULTIBAGGER STOCKS COULD CONVERT
THOUSANDS INTO LACS AND EVEN CRORES.

Select best stocks from jumble of stocks in
falling market.
&
After rising by 5-10x these stocks comes in lime light.
Hunt undervalued stocks even in overvalued
Our buying price becomes dream price and stocks
(rising) market.
become dream stocks.
Even a single multibagger stock can change your
destiny. Then think what miracle a portfolio of
multibagger stocks can do.
They give capital appreciation through price rise
and high dividend yield as price shoots up in few

Risk-Return

years.
High capital appreciation and high risk.
Bought on higher side and gets filtered on Corrections
as they throw weaker ones out and you remain only
with (survival of fittest) best for again spring to blast in
next move of 100-1000% and this cycle goes on.

Benjamin Graham, Warren buffet and many
other successful investors all work on the principle of
Value investing, they enter the stocks on huge fall.

Buy blue chip stocks on lower levels and earn high
dividend yield and make strong portfolio on best
prices.
Medium risk with Medium returns.
Even though they will not rise like page industries
(multibagger socks) they are minimal chances of such
stocks to leave uptrend.

Note: Dividends in the hands of investors are tax free (till Rs. 10 lacs)
If you are born poor, its not your mistake. But if you die poor, its your mistake- Bill Gates
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▪ Why to invest together in both multibagger and Value Pick both stocks:
We always suggest our clients to invest in stocks of both categories and make diversified portfolio
1. Risk return: MEDIUM RISK- HIGH RETURN
It will diversify portfolio in high growth (i.e. Multibagger) companies and high market share (i.e. Value Pick) companies.
2. TAKE THE BENEFIT OF BOTH FALLING
and to enter even on corrections (i.e. Value Pick).
3. 10%

AND RISING MARKET: To enter in ongoing trend (i.e. Multibagger)

off is provided if minimum two packages are subscribed together.

4. Dual benefit of high growth of capital (through price appreciation in multibagger) and regular source of income (high dividend
yield in Value Pick) .

▪ Suitable for ?
For persons who want to earn huge wealth and also want to achieve financial freedom from stock market and ready to invest
for long term by taking calculated risk for it.
Goal is not to increase accuracy by making all stocks profitable but the goal is to convert small amount into big wealth by investing in
right stocks and to sit with patience in it. Even though few calls may go wrong but the stocks that will rise will shoot up your wealth.
There is well known wipro story of how it converted Rs.10,000 into 584 crores, we are working on same funda. Thinking it
impossible or difficult people just keep talking about these stories but don't think to build wealth like this.
There are many successful investors who has made millions and billions from stock market. Some of them are

There are many investment options but Equities have always
over-performed all asset classes in long term be it Gold, Realestate, Fix income securities (so called safe instruments),etc.
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▪ Package details (combo Pack):
Minimum combo package is of 24 calls p.a. (1 multibagger and 1 Value Pick call p.m.)
Max. combo is of 72 calls p.a. (i.e. 3 multibagger calls p.m. and 3 Value Pick calls p.m.)
We have packages for 1, 2 and 3 years.
We provide more calls for making you diversified in different stocks. It is our experience, diversification reduces risk and increases
returns. So we always suggest our clients to invest in more number of stocks.
Now which package to select depends on your investment corpus.
To know the charges of all packages kindly refer package charges pdf.

▪ Investment required:
Minimum investment of Rs.10,000 should be made per call, below this amount your
returns will be negligible.
Max. how much investment to be made? Again that depends on your investment
capacity.

Science says given a long enough lever even a single man
can lift the earth.
Investing Science says that given enough time even
SMALL INVESTMENTS CAN ACHIEVE BIG DREAMS
(you can achieve your big dreams even with as low as Rs.10,000)
Have a look at how small amount invested every month can get bigger and bigger
the more time you invest for it.

Multibagger and Value pick portfolio could give you returns ranging from 25-45% p.a.
(compounded returns).

Just imagine where your wealth will reach.
▪ Investment horizon:
Long term calls are given i.e. for minimum 3-4
years.
Part profit is booked if stock rises nearly 50-60% or so
and rest of the position remains open in market till
again some big story change comes in it. We may
remain invested lifelong in many stocks and you must
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be lucky enough to transfer this huge wealth to your coming generations.
Booking part profit reduces costing and slowly and slowly withdraws all invested capital from the market. So only profit amount will
be left in market.
In long term you will see the magic of compounding that will shoot up your wealth.

▪ Customer Support:
Now as calls are given for decades so we remain life time in clients support on all the outstanding position from our side.
More above all, not only life time support is provided for our outstanding positions, assistance is even provided on clients existing
portfolio. Portfolio Rebalancing our chargeable service, here
cost to our paid clients of multibagger, value pick and penny stocks*.

it is given as a complementary service i.e. free of

▪ Calls providing methodology:
Generally more number of multibagger calls are generated if market is rising but if due to weak market scenario if calls are not
published from our side in any month then it will balanced in coming months.
Generally more number of Value Pick calls are generated if market is falling but if due to over bullishness in market no call is
published from our side in any month then it will balanced in coming months.
Call is provided along with research report made on technofunda basis. Call is published through email and SMS.

▪ Risk Return:
Medium risk - High return.
Diversification reduces risk associated with individual stocks.
There is no guarantee of returns.

▪ Why Multibaggers.co.in?
STOP INVESTING IN DONKEYS, INVEST IN HORSES with multibaggers.co.in

& EARN FOR SURE IN STOCK MARKET
Check the past performance of 5 YEARS, how our Multibagger stocks converted investment of Rs. 1 lacs into Rs. 25 lacs, refer website.

Multibaggers.co.in has the track record of consistently over performing Indian Indices and mutual funds.

▪ SEBI Registered Research Analyst
▪ Life time available
▪ Proven Traders and now Advisory
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Anyone can buy falling expert then why we need expert?

2 Reasons:
1. Stock may look attractive after fall of 35% but it may have strong support after fall of
50% or its valuation will get attractive only after fall of 55% or in some cases it may
become attractive only after fall of 20% and may never from there and you may be waiting
for more fall. So after how much fall stock becomes attractive is work of expert.
2. Stock may have given good fall , like fall of 60-70% from higher side but then also it may
not be worth buying because of changed fundamentals. So which stock is worth buying is
also work of expert. We often get inquiries from people, asking us about the future of
suzlon, JP Assosciate and many other stocks. But no one knows when these stocks would
be back in charm. Each year many companies get delisted many companies existence gets finished each year.

Calls are not the only focus, guidance on money management and how money should be infused is also taken care.
Client's wealth preservation and profit making are the primary objectives. It is not only advisory or calls provider but
your wealth enhancer.
If you are not invested in our Multibagger stocks then you are missing huge chunk of money,
a big loss of wealth building opportunity from stock market.

Disclaimer
Investments in Securities are subject to market risks and all above mentioned details are only the expectations of how situations could turn but there is no assurance or guarantee that the objectives of the Advisory
services will be achieved. Past performance of the multibaggers.co.in does not indicate the future performance. The names of the services do not in any manner indicate their prospects or returns. The investments may not
be suited to all categories of investors. Neither multibaggers.co.in, nor any person connected with it neither accepts any liability arising from availing the services directly or indirectly nor responsible for any loss or shortfall
resulting from availing the services. Recipient shall understand that the aforementioned statements cannot disclose all the risks and characteristics. Refer detailed disclaimer on our website
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